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Improve Team
Collaboration

Learn how to make working
together suck less.

By Brian LaMee

Introduction

People have been
collaborating since
time began.
Nobody heads out and takes down a giant
mastodon on their own, they needed help
and it took a team collaborating together to
chase it down, kill it and get it back to the
village for all to share. The same goes for
most projects today. It takes a team to chase
it down, complete it and share the success
of the project.
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The way people have collaborated is
constantly changing. It used to be for
the team to collaborate, they had to
physically be in the same place
because you had to be able to see and
talk to them (this was pre-internet
people.)

Then along came phones, and teams in separate
locations could talk (but still not see each other).
Collaboration still depended on getting people on the
phone at the same time.
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Then along came email. You could
communicate and collaborate and it
did not matter what time it was or
where people were. You could send an
email to the team whenever you
wanted to and they could read it
whenever they wanted to. Then you
could email files and then you could
share screens and video over the
internet and today we have more
technology capability in our phones
than we could have ever imaged.

So why is collaboration still a challenge?
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Working with
people can
sometimes suck.

You know how it goes, you have to get a team together, you hold countless (or pointless) meetings,
nobody knows what the tasks are and who was supposed to do what, nobody can find the right
documents or the right version and nobody can access any of the tools to share documents when
you need them. This is usually the point where you just throw your hands up and scream...

...“Forget it, I will just do it myself!”
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But for most things, you can’t do it
all by yourself. You need to
collaborate with other members
of your team, or other teams in
the company or maybe even
people outside your
organization. Tools have always
helped us make things suck less.
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The airplane made it suck less
to get across the ocean

Calculators made it suck
less to do complex
mathematical
calculations
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Now the Cloud and Collaboration tools are
making it suck less to work on projects as teams.
Improve Team Collaboration: Organize your life, share information, discuss in real-time and be more productive than
ever.

Tracking Tasks Efficiently: There’s no need for tracking tasks and to-do’s elsewhere in some disconnected way, whether they are shared tasks in a
group or just something you need to get done on your own.
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Discuss in real-time and be more productive than ever.
Improve Team Collaboration: One Place to Get It All Done
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And to make it more complex? The collaboration challenges are different
depending on whether you are winning business, crunching numbers or
managing projects. Click on the links above to learn more about how to help
your team be more successful.
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You may call it business
development, you may call
it marketing, you may call it
sales, but there are those
sales or contracts that
your company pursues
where a team has to work
together to help bring the
business in the door.
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It is rare that a single salesperson works alone to bring it across the line (it does happen) but
many times there are those opportunities that require all hands on deck to put the best foot
forward for the company.

When pursuing sales, many companies have a sales
process. Just like when you bake a cake, there is a
recipe for the cake and when you follow
the steps, in the right order…
TADA, CAKE!
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Closing an opportunity can be the same way.
There are certain steps that successful sales
teams follow that ensure the best odds to
close the sale. Even though there may not be
a formal checklist, most people know the
“recipe” to win. But when you are selling as a
team, it can be hard to know who did what
steps or who was responsible for what.
Did someone confirm the Client could meet
next week?
Did someone else secure the references that
the Client asked for?
Did the product team answer all of the
questions that the Client submitted?
...Who knows?

IT

CEO Executive

So how do we typically keep on top of it?
Well, you email and pester people to make
sure they did what they were supposed to
do. Want to make it even worse? Well, what if
those people helping out have other jobs
that they are supposed to be doing? The
product team is supposed to be making
products so answering your questions is low
on their priority list or they forget.
What happens if someone is jumping into
this mid-stream?
What if you had a way to assign and remind
people of the tasks that they needed to do?
What if you could see who completed their
tasks and what steps in the “recipe” are still
outstanding?
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What if instead of you pestering them, they
could get reminders in email or on mobile
devices?
What if you didn’t have to keep bringing
people “up to speed” and they had one place
they could go to get caught up?

A good collaboration tool that allows
you to set up task lists, with
assignments and reminders and
allows you to monitor who
completed what...
...that would definitely suck less.

IT

CEO Executive

Kona can make
Business Development
SUCK LESS!

See it in action!

Schedule a Demo
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You have to rally the team to a
common goal. You have to make
sure that things are getting done
in the right order and at the right
time. You have to be able to see
the big picture and the minute
details.

3. Finance Operation
4. IT
5. CEO Executive

And when things go sideways, you
have to stay calm, rally the team
and get everything back on track.
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Being a project manager is
like being a conductor of
an orchestra.
But imagine trying to conduct that orchestra
when everyone is not in the same room, playing
the same instrument, on the same day with your
eyes closed. That’s right, project managers work
magic, but so much of your time can be wasted
trying to communicate with the team... It can suck.
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Meetings
suck.
I’m sorry, they do.

Nobody wakes up every morning and says I can’t
wait for a full day of meetings. If you do, I apologize,
but you are a rare person.
Let’s look at the typical meeting...
You send out the details and agenda for the meeting. Half the
people can’t make it because they have a conflict or something else
(scheduling meetings when every can attend is another whole topic) and when the meeting
starts, you have to wait five minutes because key people have not shown up yet.
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Then you get started, nobody can find the
agenda so you have to email that around and
wait for everyone to get it. Then you have
that one person that for some reason is not
getting email so you have to try to send it to
their alternate personal email.
OK, now everyone has the agenda, so you get
started with the meeting and realize 2 critical
people are not there so some of the key
decisions can’t get made. No problem, you
will follow up with them later and brief them
on what they missed and get the info you
need (yes, a mini version of the meeting you
are trying to hold.)

IT

CEO Executive

The meeting finishes, you type up the notes
and action items, email those around and
then get ready for next week’s status
meeting where none of the action items
from the previous meeting are done and the
cycle starts all over again. Yep, meetings
suck.
If only there was a way to centralize all
information about the project including
agendas, documents or notes, actions items
assigned to specific people with due dates
and reminders, recaps of the meetings so
those that missed it had a central place to go
and get up to speed on what they missed.
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With a Project Collaboration tool,
you can:
• Post the entire meeting schedule for the
project
• Share the agenda before the meeting

IT

CEO Executive

That could make status meetings suck a lot
less. And dare to dream that maybe the
entire purpose of the meeting could be done
in the collaboration tool and nobody would
need to meet?
Oh, yea, it has been known to happen.

• Post key supporting documents that need
to be reviewed before the meeting
• Confirm that key people will be there for the
meeting
• Assign tasks to specific people with due
dates and reminders
• And have a recap for the meeting where
those that missed the meeting can review.
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Another part of being a project manager that
can suck is keeping the Client or key
stakeholders for your project informed as to
the status of the project.
Do you have to hold separate meetings just
for stakeholders that go very similar to the
meeting we just discussed? Yea, that sucks.

IT

CEO Executive

If only there was a way for outside team
members or Clients to have access to the
same information that your project team
does (or at least the information you want
them to see.)

Or do your Clients or Contractors need
access to file shares that are inside your
company’s network?
Does IT not like giving them access to stuff
inside the company so you have to figure out
a way to share documents with external
people?
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With Cloud-based collaboration tools,
allowing Clients or Contractors access to
your collaboration space is easy. They just
need an internet connection and web
browser and bingo; you are collaborating
without IT headaches. Now you can share
status updates, assign tasks to Contractors
and even Clients. You can even control what
documents the Client can see what
documents the project team can see.

Sharing updates and status has never
been easier. Now that sucks a lot less.
But bonus, you look like a kick ass
project manager because you are
using tools to keep the entire team
connected, on task and on schedule.
I smell promotion!

IT

CEO Executive

Kona can make Project
Management SUCK LESS!

See it in action!

Schedule a Demo
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To keep the business
running smoothly, there
are many people that have
to work behind the scenes
to keep everything
running.

4. IT
5. CEO Executive
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Let’s face it, your teams sit at
the heart of the organization.
You are the engine that
keeps things going.
Bills getting paid, product getting out the door,
paychecks and bonuses are getting paid, you’re
welcome!
But getting all of that stuff done is not a lone operation for most
companies. It takes a team, each one doing their part to get it all
done. There are a lot of processes that need to be followed to keep
this engine running smooth.
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Did you read the cake example in the
Business Development section (wait, what,
they had cake?) To recap, when you make a
great cake, you follow the recipe. Add this, at
this time and bake for so long and, you got it,
cake. But do the steps in the wrong order
and … not cake.
But what happens when a new person joins
the operations team? You have a process
here and they need to know the steps for
cake. And if you have a big cake operation
going, there are many people all responsible
for specific part of the recipe. You mess up
our process and it can suck for a lot of other
people that are depending on that process
to work perfectly.

IT

CEO Executive

What if you had a tool where all of the tasks
for a specific process where assigned to the
key people that needed to do them ( just like
a recipe?)
What if you could see if those people had
completed their tasks?
What if you could template those processes
that happen regularly like a month-end
close, year-end inventory check, onboarding of a new employee or acquisition
of a new company?
A collaboration tool with templates, allow
you to build out your processes, what needs
done and by whom and save that process as
a template to use whenever you need it
without setting up all of the assignments
again and again.
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Then you can see if people have
completed their tasks without
meetings or pestering emails.
Any documents that are needed
for that process can be included
so people can find all supporting
documentation with their task
without looking through emails or
finding the wrong version.

IT

CEO Executive

Do you hear that?
That is the sound of
processes sucking a
lot less.

New team members get up to
speed faster and the processes
you spent all that time refining
works perfect.
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Get micro-managed much? Do you have the
manager or executive that always needs to
know the status of this and that? Like you
have time to do everything and tell everyone
what you are doing.

IT

CEO Executive

Kona can make
Finance & Operations
SUCK LESS!

With a centralized collaboration tool,
managers or executives can “follow” the
process and see what has been done and
the status of everything without the need to
constantly “touch base on this.” That means
fewer meetings, and that does not suck.

See it in action!

Now, let’s go have
some cake,
you earned it.

Schedule a Demo
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Collaboration is the
buzzword of the day, but in
IT you have to figure out
how it could and should
really be used to add value
to the business ... and keep
it secure.

5. CEO Executive
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Being in IT can rock. Let’s face it you get to
work with the coolest tech toys in the industry
and just when you get bored with that toy
… new toys are released.
But there are parts of the job that can suck. Printer jams, people
complaining about their mailbox limits or someone freaking out
because they just read the latest article about some well-known
company getting their data stolen and asking you, “our data is
secure right?”
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The workforce is changing and more and
more people are working remote and need
access to the tools and teams they need to
get stuff done. They want to be able to
access anything from anywhere and on any
device and they want it now. But the head
honchos upstairs want it secure and want to
make sure that Ted the disgruntled
employee is not walking off with company
secrets.

IT

CEO Executive

People want to access
their tools and data
anywhere.
Just like they want their email anywhere, they
also want files anywhere. With services like
Dropbox, Google Drive, Box and countless
others, people can put their documents into
the Cloud and access them anywhere.

So how can you make collaboration
for your company suck less?
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This can suck for IT, because those
documents are not secured and in control of
the company. If Ted loads the latest product
specs to his personal Cloud storage service
of choice and then decides to leave the
company, you snag his laptop, but what
about all of those files he loaded in the
Cloud.
So what do you do? You turn off the ability
for employees to use any of those Cloud
services … problem solved. But they have to
share documents and work on things
together, so how do they do that? Well they
go with old reliable email and send gigs and
gigs of files to each other and countless
versions clogging up servers so fast that hard
drives are literally throwing up.

IT

CEO Executive

So how can you let your people share and
collaborate on documents anytime and
anywhere, but maintain complete control so
sensitive company information does not
walk off?
Cloud based collaboration tools allow
people to access information from any
device and anywhere people can get on the
internet. No more punching holes in firewalls
or granting access to outside consultants or
vendors just so they can share a document.
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Collaboration tools built with businesses in
mind have the controls so the information
being shared is the company’s information.
When an employee leaves, they are removed
from the system, but all of the conversations
they had and the files being shared by the
team do not go with them and they no longer
have access.

People can work in teams, from
anywhere, but IT still has control and
data is secure. The head honchos
upstairs are happy because people
are getting work done and data is
secure…
that definitely sucks less.

CEO Executive

IT

Kona can make IT
SUCK LESS!

See it in action!

Schedule a Demo
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You are looking for better
and faster ways for your
teams to get things done
and you want to help
them, not just give them
more tools that make
lives hard.

5. How to make collaboration suck less as CEO
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If you are the owner of
the company’s or part of
the leadership team,
you have a big load on
your shoulders.
Customers, your employees and your
stakeholders are counting on you to deliver
on the company’s goals and commitments.
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Let’s face it, your employees don’t wake up
every morning and look for ways to waste
their time. They want to get as much done as
possible in the time they are there and feel
good about the work they did. I should not be
telling you this, but they are wasting a ton of
their time on things that are not helping your
Customers or making money for the
company. It is not their fault and they are not
doing it on purpose. Except for Ted, that guy
is just surfing the internet all day watching
cat videos.

What are some of the other things that your
people are wasting their time on that suck?

According To A McKinsey Report,
Employees Waste 7 Hours Per
Week Because Of Email
Inefficiencies.

• Calling and emailing people to see if they
completed a task or what the status of
something is.

• Wasting time in meetings where no action
items are being assigned and completed.
• Searching for the right version of documents.
• Cutting and pasting and trying to merge
documents that multiple people are working
on.
• Trying to figure out how to share documents
with people and just emailing it to everyone
(which then gets lost and they have to send it
again.)

• Reinventing the wheel on repeatable
processes.

Those are major time sucks.
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Everyone thinks the CEO has got it made
right? The best parking space, the nicest
office, fancy lunches and rubbing elbows
with fancy people. Nope – it can be awfully
lonely sometimes. Especially when you know
that becoming more open and collaborative
would boost productivity, strengthen
relationships with customers, and attract the
young talent you need to ultimately change
the culture of the business in the direction
you want it to go.
But let’s face it – you can make people follow
processes like getting invoices out, but you
can’t force people to use a collaboration
tool. People will only use it if there’s
something in it for them… i.e. it makes life
suck less!

IT

CEO Executive

So as backwards as it seems, you’ve got to
pick tools that are designed for individuals…
not just the desire of a CEO to have a
collaboration tool or a project leader that
needs a project management tool.

You Can Make People Follow
Processes Like Getting Invoices
Out, But You Can’t Force People To
Use A Collaboration Tool.
People Will Only Use It If There’s
Something In It For Them…ie. It
Makes Life Suck Less!
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Then there is the issue of key company data
leaving the company. Listen; there are a lot
of tools out there that allow people to share
documents in the Cloud. There are major
advantages to this, like making it easy for
people to work and access data anytime and
anywhere. Heck, I am typing this right now
from an iPad at home at 10pm at night.
But what happens to that data and
information if people leave the company
(like Ted). Sure you confiscate the laptop but
are key company assets walking away on
Cloud drives. That would suck.
What if your teams could easily share
information in a central place?

IT

CEO Executive

Tasks were assigned to people and
others can see the status of those
tasks.
The right version of the document
is easy to find and multiple copies
are not clogging email.
Meeting notes and action items
are posted for key team members
to see.
Bonus, if you need to see the status
of the project, you can see what is
going on and no need to call a
special meeting for an update.
Collaboration with employees,
Customers and Vendors can happen with
no IT hardware and infrastructure to
connect everyone.
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A Cloud based collaboration tool
gives your teams a way to rally
around a common cause or
project sharing documents,
having instant message style
conversations, assigning tasks
and getting stuff done faster
anytime and anywhere.
However, the data is the company’s and
does not walk away when someone leaves.
People are getting more done than they ever
have before. They are happy, you are
nominated for best CEO of the year, all
because you made collaborating in your
company suck less.
Nice job!

IT

CEO Executive

Kona can make
collaboration SUCK
LESS as CEO.

See it in action!

Schedule a Demo
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Oh, and Finance
and Operations
really want cake.
...my bad.
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Kona by Deltek
M OVIE 1 Where things get done. Together.

Be more productive
by connecting the
dots between people,
processes and
technology!

About Kona
To learn more about Kona and how it can make
collaboration within your company or teams
suck less visit us at www.kona.com/business or
check out our one of our various social channels.
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